A quick introduction to

Credo Reference
Credo Reference is a virtual reference collection including encyclopedias, dictionaries, atlases, images, audio files, and videos in a wide expanse of subject areas. Credo Reference is an excellent resource to gather background information for research projects.


If you are off-campus, you can access Credo Reference by logging in with your campus username and password OR by entering your CCC Library card number.
Credo Reference is organized so that you can search by a variety of fields. You can search using the following fields: basic search, image search, topic search, title search, and mind map.

Entering keywords into a basic search will retrieve reference articles, images, videos, and topic pages (if applicable). Credo will search for all of the words you enter in the full-text.
Let’s say we needed background information on the aurora borealis for a biology paper.

A basic search for aurora borealis in Credo Reference results in 151 results ranging from topic pages and encyclopedia entries to audio and visual materials.
Looking for a topic for a paper? Try browsing Topic Pages. To access a list of topic pages, click on “Browse Credo” and then “Topic Pages.”

Each Topic Page contains an overview of a topic. From this overview you can learn more about the subject, possibly narrow down your topic, and gather keywords for future searches.
Tools are available on each encyclopedia entry and topic page. This toolbar is located in the upper right-hand corner of each page. From this toolbar, you can view a definition of the word or phrase, listen to the page, cite the article (MLA and APA), print/export, email, translate, and save.
Credo Reference contains over 700 full text reference books ranging in subjects from mathematics to business.

To access a list of the titles, click on “Browse Credo” and then “Titles.” Once on the titles page. You can search for specific titles or browse by subjects.
If you ever have questions or need assistance, ask a librarian!